A Business Solution
from Microsoft
Benefits at a Glance
• Simplify your day with a single signon for Microsoft Dynamics NAV and
Office 365.
• Enable a mobile workforce
with security-enhanced access
anytime, anywhere.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV and Office 365
The complete solution to keep your business going and growing.

Whether you produce goods, sell services, or move merchandise, you
depend on your people, and your people depend on the tools you give
them to manage your key business processes. Many companies reach
a tipping point where the very tools and systems that supported their
initial growth begin to hinder their ability to act with agility and insight.
<Partner name here> delivers a complete solution for your business
to help you manage your financials, supply chain, and operations—
without being a burden to your people or a risk to your cash flow.
Our knowledge of Microsoft solutions for business combined with
our experience working with <enter target customer details> is the
combination you need to support your growth ambition.
Microsoft Dynamics NAV and Office 365—Better Together
Running a business is easier when the everyday communication tools in
Office 365 come together with your enterprise resource planning (ERP)
solution. Let us help you connect your people, processes and systems to
make smart decisions quickly and proactively.

• Automate your business processes
to handle growth without adding to
your payroll.
• Get greater visibility into how your
business is performing.
• Make smart decisions that have
a direct impact on the bottom
line with real-time, easy-to-access
information.
• Resolve data duplication and
errors with seamless data transfer to
and from Microsoft Dynamics NAV
and Office 365.
• Enhance collaboration by using team
sites to share documents, connect,
and collaborate in
real time.
• Reduce training time with a
simple interface and consistent
user experience.
• Focus IT resources on businessbuilding projects instead of
managing your technology.
• Choose how you deploy your
software—in the cloud, on your
servers, or in a hybrid approach.

<enter partner specific quote here>

“By selecting a cloud-based solution, we have a complete,
ready-to-run IT environment from day one. This ensures
that we are up and running fast, without us having to think
about anything related to IT.”
				

– Jesper Lindhardt, Partner, Effekt Advokatfirma

Get a complete view of your business.

Work better together.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV and
Office 365 give you a fully
integrated, adaptable business
management solution that helps
you make confident business
decisions. Get the information
you need to monitor business
performance from every angle.
Increase financial transparency.
Spot opportunities and identify
potential problems before they
occur. You’ll have a better handle
on the numbers and better
control of your business.

Your people are your greatest
asset—and it’s our job to make
sure they have what they need
to work effectively. Microsoft
Dynamics NAV and Office 365
help your team connect in real
time, collaborate on documents
and files, and seamlessly share
reports and other information,
whether they are in the office or
on the go.

<enter partner specific
quote here>
“I now have a 360-degree
view of the progress
of sales, rather than a
blinkered view that only
allows me to react six
weeks later.”
- Mark Barefoot,
Director, P2P Logistics

Get going faster.

<enter partner specific
quote here>
“The solution optimizes
the work processes
that typically steal time
in a smaller company
like ours.”
- Vilhelm Jensen,
Director, Graphical
Production Facilities

Grow efficiently.

You don’t have time for
lengthy implementations and
disruptions to your business.
Microsoft Dynamics NAV and
Office 365 are quick to implement
and adopt. RapidStart for
Microsoft Dynamics NAV supports
faster, lower-risk implementations
and migration of existing data so
you can be active in hours or days
instead of weeks or months. With
familiar Microsoft software, your
staff will have the insight to start
working immediately and you’ll
have peace of mind about the
security of your critical data
and applications.

<enter partner specific
quote here>
“It was impressively fast
and took place without
any major problems.”
- Mikkel Jonsen,
Global NAV Support,
Nilfisk-Advance

What’s Next?
<enter partner call to action here>

<partner contact info>
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Improve flexibility and
responsiveness and grow your
business while spending less on
IT. Microsoft Dynamics NAV and
Office 365 run on Microsoft Azure.
However, if you prefer to deploy
Microsoft Dynamics NAV on your
servers, we’ll still help you get the
same powerful solution with the
same interoperability with Office
365. We start with what you need
today and easily modify as your
business needs change.

<enter partner specific
quote here>
“Our focus was to
ensure that any new IT
solution promoted and
supported growth, and
would scale to meet our
future needs.”
- Mark Barefoot,
Director, P2P Logistics

